


90% of Retail Traders lose money trading.  But if you’re in the winning 10% it is the key to

unlocking a different life for you:

● You could be earning a serious extra income working a maximum of a couple of

hours a day (we recommend 45 - 60 minutes)

● When you become consistently profitable you can look to become a Lifestyle Trader.

You can give up your day job and trade whenever you want to from wherever you

are.  You trade to fund the lifestyle you want.

In today’s high volume, volatile, interconnected markets you need an edge to be a

successful Trader.  You just can’t rely on old school trading techniques of Moving Averages

and Technical Analysis anymore.

You need access to information that other Traders don’t have.

Remember trading is a zero sum game.

For every $1 made by someone, there is $1 lost by someone else.

Inteligex gives you a trading edge.  It’s a proven, award winning system that uses artificial

intelligence, machine learning and sophisticated math to decode the markets and find you

winning trades.  It then shows you how to run the trade to maximize your profit.

It’s what we call ‘High Probability Trading’ and it can put you into that

winning 10%
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How do I learn?
The world of trading can seem daunting and complicated.  We’ve used technology to make

it simple for you.  In fact, one of the reasons we started Inteligex was that we saw too many

companies offering difficult to use ineffective tools to help Traders.  There was a gap in the

market and Inteligex has filled it.

Inteligex gives you Hedge Fund level technology in a simple to learn, easy to use package.

We teach you the core skills needed to make money trading.  Inteligex works on any market

and over any timeframe so it’s great for commodities, crypto, forex, futures, stocks and

options.

Every new Member gets full training and support and typically most people are up to speed

and making good money within 2-3 months.  If you can follow a process, you can learn

Inteligex.

If you’ve traded before you’ll probably pick it up more quickly but even if you’ve never

traded, 3 months is still realistic, our Members have proved it.

The pace that you learn at is up to you.  We provide you with Manuals, Videos, Courses and

daily training/coaching in our LIVE Trading Room.

Just follow the process and you’ll see that it works!
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Decoding the Markets

Financial markets move in a seemingly endless series of upward rallies and downward

reactions.  The direction at any one time reflects who has the most power.  Is it the bulls or

the bears? Are there more buyers or sellers?

To make a successful trade you need to know whether the buyers or sellers have the

most power and when that power is going to change hands i.e. when the trend is

going to reverse.  But surely you can only know the probability of a Trade’s success if

you can predict the markets.

But can you predict the markets?

Well the answer is YES because the markets repeat themselves.  No matter how far

you go back in time there are always patterns that can be seen.  In fact the whole

field of Technical Analysis is based on the premise that the markets repeat

themselves and that by identifying patterns you can predict what will happen next.

The Inteligex system has looked at millions of market data points and run them through

Machine Learning modules and Artificial Intelligence to produce Trade Signals, dynamic

lines of Support and Resistance and Market Predictors which identify high probability

trades.

This means no more Technical Analysis and no more guessing at trade entry

points, market momentum, stop placements or targets. Inteligex shows

you the way. Our Members like to think of it as their GPS. It shows you how

to get to your destination.

Say GOODBYE to Trader Anxiety and Emotion and say HELLO to clear

thinking and maximizing your profits
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The Trading Toolkit
In order to trade successfully there are only two things you need to know: where the

market is trying to get to and what is stopping it from getting there.

The Inteligex 3 Step Process shows you how to use the Inteligex Trade Signals and

Indicators to answer both of those questions so that you can find and execute High

Probability Trades.

The sophisticated technology within Inteligex gives you all the information you need.  Each

step helps you assess the probability of the trade so that you can be sure you have the

highest possible chance of success.

All you do is decide whether you want to take the trade and use the Indicators to decide

how long you want to run it for. What could be simpler?

The 3 step process also brings discipline to your trading and because trading is experiential

the more you use it the better you get.  Your confidence will increase and you’ll no longer

get distracted by Trader Emotion.   Just follow the 3 steps and see your trading profitably

dramatically improve.

Inteligex gives you access to information other Traders don’t have.  You’re
stacking the odds in your favor!
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Signal
Wait for a Trade Signal

Inteligex generates Trade Signals (also known as Trade Alerts) covering both trend trades and

reversal trades.  A Trend Trade is a trade taken in the current market direction and a Reversal

Trade is a trade taken as the market changes direction.  When Inteligex sees a trade

opportunity then you will get a Trade Signal.

The signal is designed to do only one thing: to show you the proposed trade direction.  The

signal will point upwards to indicate a long trade and point downwards to indicate a short trade.

● Green is a long trade signal

● Red is a short trade signal

What Signals look like

The diagrams below show examples of Trade Signals, the signal will be either a triangle or an

arrow (depending on your charting platform).
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Filter
Identify the direction and strength of market movement and how far the trade is likely to

run

The next step is to filter the Trade Signal.  You do this by using the Trade Indicators within

Inteligex.  There are two Indicators:

● Bombe lines - dynamic lines of support and resistance. There are multiple lines and

each line represents a price boundary

● Cribs - points where the market wants to get to. There are two cribs above each candle

and two cribs below each candle.

Bombe lines show you the direction the market is moving in and what it is likely to do next.

You can think of it like driving a car, if there is clear space in front of you, you can make

good progress.  If you imagine that each line is a wooden fence, then the more lines there

are in front of you the harder it is to progress.
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In the diagram above we know the probability of the price staying within each of the shown

boundaries (the lines on the chart).  And if we know those probabilities than we know when

to take a trade, putting it simply:

● As we move away from a line we’re likely to head to the middle of the range

● When we get close to a line we’re likely to move back

A flat line tends to give strong rejection, so the index is more likely to move away.  An

angled line tends to pull the index along, until the move runs out of momentum.

The Inteligex bombe is not curve-fitted in any way.  It is a statistics based decision-making

system that works for all markets, all intervals and all trading styles.  This allows Inteligex to

deliver unambiguous and easily actionable buy/sell/stop signals for you to trade.  Time

after time after time.
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Cribs predict areas where the price will likely head to within a number of time periods.

Depending on what chart time frame you are using, they can predict price targets and

stops for minutes, hours or even months.  The crib closest to the top (or bottom) is the

interim crib, the crib furthest from the top (or bottom) of a candle is the target crib.

We teach you how to use the bombe lines and cribs to decipher where the market wants to

get to, how strong the move is and what might get in the way.
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Trade
Run your trade by setting and adjusting your targets and stops

You then simply have to run your trade using the cribs to set your Target and Stop.

This two minute video shows how easy it is.
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https://youtu.be/MmeJDpnf5dg


That's it. That's how simple it is to make money trading with Inteligex.  There is a clear

process and all you need to do is follow it.

Of course you will need to learn it, but it’s designed to be as easy to learn as possible.

How long will it take you to learn?  Almost always under 3 months from zero to profitable.

If you’ve traded before and understand the basic principles then you have a flying start but

even novices pick it up relatively quickly.

What’s more, the system gives structure to your trading plan.  This removes a lot of the

emotion that comes with trading, which in itself causes losses, and gives you confidence to

take trades.

The choice is of course yours

Flip a coin and join the 90% of losers

Join the High Probability trading team and learn how to win on up to 80%

of all trades

In Trading you need an edge.  You just found it.

Disclaimer: None of the information provided in this eBook serves in any way as investment recommendations,
investment opportunity analysis or other recommendations regarding the trading of investment instruments.  Financial
Trading is a high risk activity, with a risk of substantial loss and is not suitable for every investor; you should never risk
more than you can afford to lose and should take advice from qualified experts before starting any trading or
investment.  For full details visit www.inteligex.com/disclaimer.
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